Abstract. In numerical analysis it is important to construct interpolating polynomials approximating a given function and its derivatives simultaneously. The authors define some new good interpolating matrices with "many" nodes close to the endpoints of the interval and also give error estimates.
Introduction
In numerical analysis it is important to construct interpolating polynomials approximating a given function and its derivatives simultaneously. For this reason we try to define new interpolating matrices with nodes easily calculable and "small" Lebesgue functions or constants.
Very recently, the weights W\ix) = (1 -x)wix), w2(x) = (1 +x)wix), and w3ix) = (1 -x2)wix) with w £ GJ (cf. (2.8)), and the roots of the corresponding orthonormal polynomials {pmiw)} and {PmiWj)} (/= 1, 2, 3) were considered in [2] . As it turned out, all the zeros of q2m = pm(wi)pm(w2) are simple; a similar result holds for q2m+x = pm+\(w)pm(w3) Extended interpolatory matrices were used for numerical quadrature (Kronrod formula) and for the numerical solution of singular integral equations by several authors. The interested reader may consult the exhaustive survey papers of Gautschi [5] and Monegato [6] .
The main goal of the present paper is to achieve good simultaneous approximation of a given function and its derivatives, using the above matrices X\ and X2 and some additional nodes near the endpoints ± 1.
Preliminaries
Lagrange interpolation.
Let {Qn} be a sequence of polynomials (Q" £ P") with zeros i, " , j = 1,2,...,«, satisfying (2.1)_ -l<ti,n<t2,n<-"<tn,"<l and (2.2) l + ri,"~n_2~l-r«,", « £ N.x
Along with the matrix T = {tjt" , j = 1, 2,... , n}~ j we consider additional matrices Y = {yJt", j = 1,2, ... , s}~, , Z = {zjt", j = 1,2, ... , r}™=l , r, s > 0, where -i <y\,n <yi,n < ■■■ <ys,n < h," <tn,n < Z.," < Z2," < ••• < Zr>" < 1, *i,n -vs," ~«~2 ~ zXt"-t"y", n£N.
Moreover, we define the polynomials Ao(x) = \, As(x) = Y[(x-yjt"), s>0, ' ^e«' y ^(*i.n)ß"(z,,B) (2.5) In the case r = 0 we set Lr = 0, and similarly, if s = 0, then Ls = 0.
Obviously, when r = s = 0 the right side of (2.3) becomes Ln(T; f).
Special weights. Let vy,s be the Jacobi weight function (2.7, "MM.{<<-)'<>+*>< ¡JWS1. ,.,sl.
[0 if \x\ > 1,
We consider the generalized Jacobi weight w (w £ GJ) defined as follows:
where the modulus of continuity co(<p ; ) of the function q> > 0 satisfies /0 to(tp ; t)t~x dt < oo . Then, let {pm(w)} be the system of orthonormal polynomials corresponding to the weight function w £ GJ, i.e., pm(w ; x) = am(w)xm + lower-degree terms, am(w)>0, and • i pm(w ; x)p"(w ; x)w(x) dx = 6" -i
We denote by xim = x,,m(w), i = 1, 2, ... , m, the zeros of pm(w), with -1 < X11 m < X21 w < • ■ • < Xm _ m < 1 , and by X,^m(w) = Xmiw ; Xit",iw)), i = 1, 2, ... , m, the Christoffel constants, where Extended Lagrange interpolation. Let iDgGJ be defined by (2.8) . We consider the weight functions (2.9) wxix) = wix)i\-x), (2.10) w2ix) = wix)il + x), (2.11) w3ix) = wix)i\ -x2), and the corresponding systems of orthonormal polynomials {Pm(W\)}, {Pmiw2)}, {Pm(w3)}.
It is known [2] that the zeros x¡¡miw3) interlace with the zeros x,m+i(u;), i.e., Xjim+x(w)<Xi,m(w3)<xi+x,m+x(w), i=l,...,m, m£N.
In [2] it is also proved that the polynomials pm(w\) and pm(w2) have no common zeros; further, xi>m(wx) <x¡,m(w2), i=l, ... ,m, m£N.
Therefore, the zeros of pm+xiw)pmiw3) and those of pm(wx)pmiw2) satisfy conditions (2.1) and (2.2). Moreover, we recall a more precise result on the distribution of the zeros of This fact causes the different behavior of the corresponding processes (cf. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). 
with some constant independent of f and m, whenever the integers r and s
To complete the previous theorems, we notice that the polynomial L2m+Xiw , w3; f) interpolating / only on the zeros of pm+\(w)pm(w3) generates an error given in [2] . Therefore, by the Gopengauz theorem and Markov's inequality, there follows !/<*>(*) -L2hl+{(w,w3;f ; x)| < constom&>(/<«> ; m'x)^r , where om = max(m2+2a, m2+2P), |x| < 1, which is weaker than the first inequality of (3.1). An analogous argument can be developed for the Lagrange polynomials corresponding to the zeros of pm(wx)pm(w2) and pm(w)pm+x(w). Hence, adding knots near the endpoints ±1 seems necessary to obtain good interpolation processes. We recall also that, if w is a Jacobi weight, so are wx, w2, and w3 ; therefore, the interpolation knots are computable efficiently. Finally, we remark that (3.4) (because of the factor \/l -x2 + m~x) is weaker than (3.1). The reason probably is the distribution of the zeros (cf. (2.17)).
Inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) can be rewritten as
and (3.5) and (3.6) as
Obviously, since a, ß > -1, inequalities (3.7) and (3.8) imply r > 1/2 and s > 1/2; similarly, (3.9) and (3.10) imply r > 1/2-1 and s > 1/2 -1. In any case, one can define infinitely many good matrices satisfying (3.7) and (3.8) ((3.9) and (3.10)) and the above condition for which (3.1) ((3.4)) holds true.
When the additional knots coincide with -1 and 1, as we have already observed in §2, we obtain a Hermite interpolation process (r, s < q + 1). Further, (3.1) and (3.4) can then be improved. In both theorems we again define infinitely many "good" matrices. In the estimates (3.1), (3.4), (3.12), and (3.13), the ordinary modulus of continuity w(/(?); 1/m) appears. In general, we cannot replace the term 1/m in the modulus of continuity by v^l -x2/m + m~2 in (3.1) and (3.4), and by Vl -x2/m in (3.12) and (3.13). However, if the qth derivative of / is Holder continuous, i.e., f^ £ LipM/l, then we can state the following theorems. Again, we have infinitely many "good" matrices. For convenience, we collect some properties of the generalized Jacobi polynomials Pmip) which will be applied in the sequel. Set x,,",(//) = cosö, m for Z\t" < X < 1 Z\,n < X < 1.
In view of the last inequality, and taking into account that
Qn'-j\x) (see [7] ), we deduce (4-n) Law
Now, we recall that 1 (/) < const m 2/ ß«(l)' Z\ ,n ■> Z2yn > ■ ■ ■ > Z¡ n , 1 1 AsQnl (i-iy. Z\,n < X < 1 . Recalling the definition of Lr(Z ; rm/(AsQ")), taking into account that (x -z,,")(x -z2j")---(x -z,_i,n) < (\/l -x + m~x)2i'2 for |x| < 1, and observing that by Lemma 4.1 Vm\x)\ < const m-2q+2kco(f{q);m-2), zi>m<x<l, k = 0,l,...,q, r<q+l, we deduce by Leibniz' formula that (4.12) [ From this last inequality, (4.9) follows immediately for 0 < x < 1 -m~2. On the other hand, if -1 + m~2 < x < 0, it is sufficient to observe that the assumptions 5 > h/2+ß+l and r < h/2+a+2 assure that s-r+a-ß+1 > 0. Finally, if |x| > 1 -m-2, then inequality (4.9) follows immediately by (4.12). Similarly, one can prove inequality (4.10). D
We omit the proof of the following lemma, since it is very similar to that of Lemma 4.2. where c denotes the index corresponding to the closest knot(s) to x , and p, o are real numbers. The proof of these inequalities can be found in [3] . Now we prove the theorems stated in the previous section.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We start with the case « = 0 in (3.1). Let rm = f-Gm, where Gm is the polynomial defined by Lemma 4.1. Then, Finally, estimating |r^}(jc)| by Lemma 4.1, we deduce the first inequality of (3.1) also for 1 < « < /. The proof of the second inequality of (3.1) is similar. D Proof of Theorem 3.3. We first observe that by (3.11) we have AsBr = vr's. Now, let rm = f -Gm, where Gm is the polynomial of Lemma 4.1; then rin\± 1 ) = 0, k = 0, 1, ... , q . Therefore, recalling (2.14), since r, s < q + 1, we find \L2m+x,r,s('w, w3; rm;x)\ = constvr>six)\pm+xiw; x)pmiw3; x)\ (4'21) x{Kh;^^)llHI^+i(";!^;x)|} =: const{5i + S2}.
If we assume xm,i(iu) < x < xm<miw), then we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Indeed, in this case, Vl -x2 > m~x, and by (4.19) we have Therefore, (4.21) is still valid when xm,m(w) < x < 1 , and similarly for -1 < x < xm,x(w). Then, by (4.17) and Lemma 4.1, we deduce the first inequality of (3.12) for « = 0. Proceeding as in the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can obtain the first inequality of (3.12) also for 1 < « < /. The proof of the second inequality of (3.12) is similar. D
The proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 are analogous to those of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, respectively. We omit the details.
